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Question: 1
What are the below components falls in Data plane ?
A. JOBS
B. Cluster Manager
C. Web APP
D. Metastore
E. Cluster

Answer: E
Explanation:

Clusters were deployed as part of the data plane .

Question: 2
which command used to copy the python notebook from location - /shared /.. to local directory ?
databricks --------- export /shared/xyz_notebook.py /local directory
fill the above with correct option

A. jobs
B. notebook
C. dbfs
D. workspace

Answer: D
Explanation:

Question: 3
Choose the capabilities of Token API with respect to Tokens from the below options
A. LIST
B. REVOKE
C. CREATE
D. MAX LIFETIME

Answer: B,C
Explanation:

With Token API we can CREATE and REVOKE Tokens.

Question: 4
Choose the capabilities of Token Management API with respect to Tokens from the below options
A. MAX LIFETIME
B. CREATE
C. LIST
D. REVOKE

Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:

LIST,REVOKE,MAXTIME are the capabilities of TOKEN MANAGEMENT API .

Question: 5
which of the fallowing statements regarding tasks in the Admin console are correct ?
A. You cannot enable token based authentication to allow any user to generate a personal access token
from Admin console
B. You can auto create users from an identity provider in Azure databricks with SSO
C. You can recover deleted notebooks after purging workspace storage
D. You cannot edit groups once created in the Admin Console

Answer: B
Explanation:
Provision
users
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us/azure/databricks/administration-guide/users-groups/scim/
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

Question: 6
The Databricks REST API supports a maximum of --- requests/second per workspace. Requests that
exceed the rate limit will receive a 429 response status code
A. 100
B. 50
C. 1000
D. 500

E. 30

Answer: E
Explanation:
Kindly refer to the documentation for the same :
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/dev-tools/api/latest/

Question: 7
Which of the fallowing statements regarding job permissions are correct ?
A. Although a user with the Can Manage Run permission can start a new run of a job , the job itself will
assume the permissions of the job owner , and not the user who issued Run now.
B. There can be many job owners.
C. Users and Groups with no permissions for a job can still view job settings and run results
D. The Is Owner permission is given to the user who created the job and cannot be changed

Answer: A
Explanation:

Please refer to the documentation regarding job access control :
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/databricks/security/access-control/jobs-acl

Question: 8
A user has granted a permission with table access control to create a table but he is not able to access
the table, Which of the fallowing privilege is missing ?
A. UPDATE
B. INSERT
C. USAGE
D. GLOBAL

Answer: C
Explanation:
USAGE permission is needed in order to access or have any other privilege.

Question: 9
VNET peering needs Gateway server,
Choose one option from below :
A. Not mandatory with peering, but we can establish connection between two VNETs with VNET-toVNET network gateway for encrypted traffic. (also site-to-site and ExpressRoute can be configured with
Network gateway)
B. To establish connection between two VNETs with VNET-to-VNET , network gateway is mandatory.

Answer: A
Explanation:
A Gateway server is not mandatory with peering, but we can establish connection between two VNETs
with VNET-to-VNET network gateway for encrypted traffic. (also site-to-site and ExpressRoute also can
be configured with Network gateway)
More information on gateway with VNET-to-VNET peering
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-peering-overview

Question: 10
With REST API, what calls can use Query string by appending to the endpoint ?
A. POST
B. PUT
C. LIST
D. GET

Answer: D
Explanation:
While most API calls require that you specify a JSON body, for GET calls you can specify a query string by
appending it after ? and surrounding the URL in quotes.
curl --netrc 'https://<workspace> /api/2.0/clusters/get?cluster_id=1234-567890-patch123'

